
 

 

PUNCTUATION RULES 

COMMAS 

A. Use a comma if you have a series of three or more. (I ate bread, steak, corn, and pie. ) Although a comma in a series means “and” 

(which would give you two “ands” after corn), common usage still has a comma inserted here, but journal-type writings seldom 

include the comma here. 
 

B. Use a comma in a series of two only if the word “and” sounds correct where the comma goes--and if a natural pause is sensed here 

as well. (The tall, well-built athlete is nice.) Otherwise, use no comma. ( The bright green house is my grandma’s.)  Commas 

surrounding dates and city/state are needed, too. (On May 2, 1997, my son was born in Wichita, Kansas, at noon.)*Notice the comma 

after the year as well as the state. 
 

C. Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction (and, or, but, nor, and sometimes for and so) if a complete sentence is found on 

both sides of the conjunction. (Jack and Jill walked up the hill, but they tumbled down it.) Exceptions with short sentences and 

afterthoughts: Jack is nice and he is funny, but not exceptionally so. *not Joe is nice. And he is smart, too. *Generally, avoid 

beginning a sentence with a coordinating conjunction. Instead, use a comma before (and a lower case with) this conjunction. 
 

D. Use a comma after a dependent (subordinate) clause  that comes before an independent clause. (When he goes home, he watches 

t.v.) Yet, use no comma if the DC comes after the IC. (He watches t.v. when he goes home.) Some DCs have an “understood”  

subordinate conjunction. (He says [that] I am crazy!)  Concerning exceptions: Place a comma before a DC at the end if it’s an 

afterthought. (I went to school, although I didn’t want to.) * Subordinating conjunctions (i.e. although, if, when, since) and relative 

pronouns (i.e. that, who, which) often begin a DC. (A DC w/o an IC=a sentence fragment.) 
 

E. Use a comma after a transition (conjunctive adverb) at the first of a sentence and before a transition at the end. (Also, Sam likes 

coke. He likes Pepsi, too.) “Another,” is incorrect since it’s used as an adjective, not as a transition. * not “Another, drink I like is 

Pepsi.” Similarly, don’t use a comma before “as well” at the end. (I like Sprite as well.) This statement implies that “I like Pepsi as 

well as I like Sprite.” The words “as well” are subordinating conjunctions beginning an “understood” dependent clause. Also, use a 

comma after an introductory element and before an ending element. “I’ll study harder. Well, at least on this test, mom.” 
 

F. Use a comma after a phrase placed at the first of a sentence but not if the phrase comes at the end. (After walking all night, I got 

blisters on both of my feet.) Exceptions with short phrases at the beginning and afterthoughts at the end: Into the night rode the 

messenger, barely staying in his saddle.* “Into the night” needs to be followed by a subject first, followed by a verb, in order to 

require a comma since no break/pause is sensed here otherwise.   
 

G. Usually place a comma on both sides of an interrupter. (My uncle, a local farmer, died today. His death, though, was expected.) 

Exception with transitions, such as also, whereby no pause/break is sensed: My mom is nice. She is also smart. Essential? The man 

who hit my dog is John Doe. Nonessential? My mom, who is fifty, flies planes. *Know the difference between “My sis, Pam, is nice” 

and “My sis Pam is nice.” (The first sentence means you have only one sis, so it’s nonessential to include her name--thus the commas 

on both sides. The latter means you have more than one sis, so it’s essential to include her name to identify which sis is the nice one.) 
 

END-OF-SENTENCE-MARKS 

H. Use periods, exclamation marks, or question marks according(ly) to the following: If a sentence makes a statement, use a period; if 

a sentence asks a question, use a question mark; if a sentence expresses strong emotion, use an exclamation mark. (Have you been 

handling frogs? I have. This disgusts my sister!) * Use periods for abbreviations (U.S. ed., etc.) and for an ellipsis whereby you’ve 

omitted some words: “Well, you dirty…I can’t believe you did that to me!” Avoid “run-ons” and “comma splices” (Jack likes pizza he 

eats this daily. Jill likes tacos, she eats them daily, too.) 

 

I. Use a semicolon between two closely connected sentences not joined by a conjunction. (He fell asleep in class; he only had two 

hours of sleep.) Semicolons also help separate items in a series when these items contain commas: Three men of  integrity are 

Washington, who couldn’t tell a lie; Lincoln, whose nickname was “Honest Abe”; and Gandhi, who loved all races. (Notice the 

semicolon after the quote mark with Abe. ) With correlative conjunctions that work in pairs [ not only/but also], use only a comma 

between two complete sentences with an understood “but” separating them. (Not only is he smart, he is also kind.)  

 

J. Use a dash for afterthoughts. (I ate tacos today--they’re my favorite.) Also, use a dash for a break in sentence construction. (He ate--

or rather gulped--it down.) Commas or parentheses work here, too, for separating this interrupter.  

 

OTHER PUNCTUATION 

K. Use a colon for lists. (I want the following for Christmas: a bike, doll, and gun.) Use no colon if the list follows right after a verb or 

preposition (need a clear break/pause to use the colon). Not “I like to eat: cake, pie, and nuts.” Also, use a colon to show emphasis, 

usually at the end. (One factor kept him poor: girlfriends.) Moreover, use when a second sentence explains a previous sentence or 

independent clause. (My message is: Students need to punctuate correctly.) *notice that “Students” is capitalized since it begins a new 

sentence. Also, see O4 below (and use colons for 2:30 in the morning, John 3:16, and Dear Sir:) 



 

 

 

L. Use an apostrophe to indicate a contraction (you’re right) or to show possession (the cat’s tail), although possessive pronouns need 

no apostrophes. (His car is faster than Jon’s.) Also, use with A,B, C’s, 1’s and 2’s, the class of ‘08, etc. *school’s budget & schools’ 

budgets, men’s coats and girls’ cats, Jesus’ life & Jesus’s life, The Smiths’ dog & the Joneses’ dog (The Joneses are nice) 
 

M. Use a hyphen for compound adjectives that come before nouns. (She was a nice-looking gal.) Usually avoid if compound 

adjectives come after the nouns. (The girl was nice looking.) Yet, if the second compound adjective is mostly used as a noun, then still 

use the hyphen. (My friend is two-faced.) Use no hyphen with an adverb/adjective combination. (The exceptionally bright child reads 

well.) Also, use hyphens correctly to divide words at the end of lines (school-ing not schoo-ling). 

*adjective--a sign-up sheet  *noun--The sign-ups will be in the office.  *verb--Please sign up in the office. 

 

N. Don’t separate the subject and verb parts of a sentence with a comma. (Not “The boy on the bike, is nice.”) Yet, use a comma on 

both sides of a nonessential interrupter, which does divide the subject/verb parts. (My dad, who is fifty, jogs.)  Don’t just use one 

comma here. (Not “My dad who is fifty, jogs.”) Also, don’t arbitrarily insert a comma when an obvious pause/break doesn’t exist. 

(Not “My dog jumped into, the pond.”)  “My dog jumped, into the pond” is more of a violation of rule F than of rule N.  
 

O. Use quotation marks in the following situations: 

     1. Always place periods inside quotation marks. This includes famous quotes, slang expressions, direct quotes, etc. (He was a “cool 

dude.” John said, “Sam is really kind.”) 

     2. Usually place commas, question marks, and exclamation marks inside quotation marks at the end of sentences. (“He was nice,” 

said  Sam. “But wasn’t he a thief?”) Don’t use commas with end marks. (Not “Be nice!”, yelled Sam.) Place a question mark 

after  the quotation mark if the quoted words aren’t asking the question. (Did the coach say, “ We will win tonight”?) 

     3. Commas at the front of quotes go outside the quotation marks. (Jill said, “School is boring.”) Don’t use commas before quote 

marks if the quoted material isn’t a direct quote or if it’s a fragmented thought. (He was a “light in the midst of darkness.”) Note 

that the quote isn’t capitalized here, nor is the last half capitalized when a direct quote is split.(“You may go,” he said, “if you 

return soon.”) 

     4. Colons and semicolons go outside of quotation marks. Also, use the colon and not the comma when the second sentence 

completes or explains the first. (Twain made the following statement: “Man is the only animal that blushes--and should.”)    

     5. Indirect quotes use no quote marks and usually have no commas after “says” at the first of sentences but have commas before 

“says” at the end. (Most experts say that fatty foods are dangerous. Such foods can clog arteries, say most experts.) 

     6. Use quotation marks to show exact words of an individual or a quotation and to call attention to certain words/phrases. 

         A quote inside a quote, though, needs only single quotation marks: “You are ‘cool,’” said Mark.           
 

P. Use a parenthesis on both sides of words not essential to a sentence (or for asides). *My mom (named Jane) turns forty today. (She 

thinks this is old.) She’s depressed about it (and will be for some time). Notice the placement of the periods.  Also, notice the 

following use of parentheses--and the period placement-- with a referenced quote: “Animals don’t blush” (Smith 1). 
 

Q. Use brackets for words already in a parenthesis or inside a quote.* My mom (whose name is Jane [or Janie-mom to her kids] ) turns 

forty today.  She exclaimed, “I hate turning old [that’s her feeling about this new birthday] and seeing gray in my hair!”  
 

R. Underline (or italicize) titles of books, magazines, newspapers, plays, art works, and proper transportation nouns (Newsweek once 

included an article about the sunken Titanic) as well as words that are pluralized,  such as “My 3’s look like 8’s.” Don’t underline 

“the” unless it’s a part of the title. (He read the Lord of the Flies.) Also, don’t underline references to, or books in, the Bible. (Matthew 

is the first book of the New Testament.) Use quotation marks for shorter works, poems, and article titles. (“The Fall of the House of  

Usher” was published in a Time magazine article entitled “Poe’s World of Horror.”) 

 

S. A slash can be used to separate paired items (pass/fail class) and two or three lines of poetry run into the text: “Twinkle, twinkle 

little star/How I wonder what you are.” 

**In short, to eliminate perhaps 90% of your punctuation problems, (1) find the independent clause (IC) and usually place a comma 

after any phrase (PH) or dependent clause (DC) that comes before this IC. If  a PH or DC comes after the IC, then  include no comma 

unless you have a clear “tacked on” afterthought that creates a pause. (2) Between two IC’s, usually place a period unless the second 

sentence is closely connected to the first IC; then use a semicolon instead and don’t capitalize the first word of the second sentence. 

However, use a comma between these two IC’s if a coordinating conjunction joins them [but usually use no comma if an IC isn’t 

found on both sides of this coordinating conjunction ]. Be sure to avoid run-ons and comma splices. (3) Concerning transitions, place a 

comma after them if they come at the first of a sentence and place a comma before them if they come at the end of a sentence. If  the 

transitions come in the middle of a sentence, then place commas on both sides of them. Similarly, most other interrupters need 

commas on both sides of them unless the interrupters are “essential” to a sentence’s meaning. (4) Finally, understand the colon, 

apostrophe, and hyphen rules as many errors are often found here. 

 


